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The increasing interest in organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs) for next generation 

bioelectronic applications motivates the design of novel conjugated polymers with good 

electronic and ionic transport. Many conjugated polymers have already been developed for 

organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) and exhibit high charge carrier mobilities but they are 

not suitable for the OECT application due to their poor ion-uptake and transport properties 

arising from the non polar alkyl chain substituted on the conjugated backbone. They are also 

sensitive to moisture, resulting in degradation or poor performance in aqueous electrolytes. 

Herein, we used the mostly widely used promising conjugated building block 

diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) and functionalized it with hydrophilic side chains of triethylene 

glycol (TEG), which is suitable for facile ion penetration. The in-depth electronic and ionic 

transport properties of the TEG substituted DPP polymer (PTDPP-DT) were studied and its 
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potential application as an OECT active channel semiconductor was explored. This PTDPP-DT 

based OECT exhibits high transconductance of 21.4 ± 4.8 mS and large μC* value of 559 ± 

65F cm-1 V-1 s-1 with good device stability, where it maintained over 91 % of its doped-state 

drain current with VG varying from 0 to -0.8 V after over 500 cycles of pulse measurement. 

Further, we found that the BF4
- anion with large crystallographic radius allow high-efficiency 

electrochemical doping of the PTDPP-DT polymer, and thus give rise to the high electrical 

performance of the PTDPP-DT based OECTs.  
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Introduction 

Due to its facile processability and good mechanical flexibility, organic transistors have been 

widely explored to realize lightweight, screen-printed, and flexible electronics.[1–4] In general, 

there are two different organic transistor architectures, namely organic field-effect transistor 

(OFET) and organic electrochemical transistor (OECT). OFET utilizes the field-influenced 

interface accumulation of charges to modulate conduction. While in OECT, an mixed ionic-

electronic conjugated polymer was used as the semiconductor channel in direct contact with an 

ion conducting electrolyte. In an OECT, through chemical oxidation or reduction of a 

conjugated polymer film, the electronic charges supplied from the electrode are accumulated or 

depleted throughout the bulk of the polymer. These electronic charges are simultaneously 

compensated by ions that escape from or to the electrolyte. Upon changing the redox state of a 

conjugated polymer, the electronic conductivity, colour, and volume can be typically controlled. 

These features serve as the basic mode of operation in OECTs.[5–11] For instance, poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) polymer, which is the 

commonly used material in OECT, the positively charged PEDOT (doped state) can be reduced 

to its natural state by means of injecting cations from the electrolyte into the polymer upon 

applied positive voltage in OECTs, switching the device from ON to OFF state.[7,8,12] Such 

mode of operation is known as depletion mode, in which the OECT is ON in the absence of a 

gate bias. The operation of the OECT in accumulation mode is also possible if the conjugated 

polymer does not consist of any native dopants. Examples of pristine conjugated polymer for 

accumulation mode OECT includes poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), poly(3-carboxy-pentyl-

thiophene) (P3CPT), and poly(6-thiophene-3-yl)hexane-1-sulfonate tetrabutylammonium 

(PTHS), bithiophenes, benzodithiophenes.[9,13–16] Transistors based on these accumulation 

mode materials are generally preferred as they consume very low power during idle time (OFF 

state). 
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In general, a good OECT channel material needs to have good electronic transport 

properties (high electron or hole mobility, µ) and allows effective ion penetration from the 

electrolyte into active channel (high volumetric capacitance, C*).[11] A high µ is achieved 

through a high degree of ordering and chain planarity among the conjugated polymer chains,[17] 

whereas a high C* can be attained through attachment of polar or ionic side chains to conjugated 

backbone[8,18,19] or loose packing of the polymer chains to facilitate ions penetration and 

transport in the bulk conjugated polymer.[17,20] In particular, while the conjugated polymer 

backbone is associated to the charge carrier transport, the attachment of polar or ionic side 

chains to conjugated backbone is found to allow better ion uptake from aqueous electrolyte into 

the polymer.[18,21] This has led to several reports on involving ethylene glycolated 

benzodithiophene or bithiophene based polymers for OECTs.[18,22–24] Additionally, the choice 

of electrolyte (anion, cation, solvent molecules, or water uptake) can affect the OECT 

performance. For instance, anions with a larger crystallographic radius is found to improve the 

electrochemical response but such anion-dependent doping phenomenon has only been reported 

in thiophene based conjugated polymers (P3HT, P3MEEMT and  p(g2T-TT)).[13,19,25] 

Diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) is a versatile conjugated building block and has been 

widely used to construct large variety of copolymers, such as in combination with thiophene, 

benzodithiophene and selenophene for a wide range of electronic devices due to the excellent 

charge transport.[12,26–28] The introduction of ethylene glycol side chains to the DPP core was 

first reported by Giovannitti et al[24] and demonstrated good OECT performance with a 

normalized peak transconductance of 19.5 ± 2.5 S cm-1, a high on/off ratio >105, and good 

stability under long-term pulsed cycling. Recently, triethylene glycol (TEG) side chains is also 

attached to DPP core and copolymerize with alkylated bithiophene, producing PTDPP-DT (see 

Figure 1a for the chemical structure).[29] The PTDPP-DT thin film allowed high degrees of 

backbone coplanarity and formed a well-ordered lamellar structure for efficient charge transport. 

The PTDPP-DT polymer has an ionisation potential (IP) of 4.93 eV and showed potential in 
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electrochemical devices, where bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (TFSI) anion in solid 

polymer electrolyte penetrate into the PTDPP-DT film and presented a high doped-state 

conductivity of 80 S cm-1.[29] However, OECT performance in an aqueous environment (water-

based electrolytes) and the impact of the electrolyte anions in this DPP based conjugated 

polymer have not been investigated yet.  

In this work, we systematically studied the electrical performance of PTDPP-DT based 

OECT in two types of aqueous electrolytes (BF4
- and Cl- as anions), and investigated the 

electrochemical doping response. The PTDPP-DT OECT gives rise to the high 

transconductance of 21.4 ± 4.8 mS, on/off ratio of 106, and large μC* value of 559 ± 65 F cm-1 

V-1 s-1 when BF4
- is the anion. In contrast, the μC* value is almost three times lower (149 ± 61F 

cm-1 V-1 s-1) when the device is gated in Cl- based electrolyte. Cyclic voltammogram was 

performed to explore how the anion type affects the doping efficiency of the PTDPP-DT 

polymer, while optical absorbance spectra measurement was employed to study the ion 

injection kinetics and doping process in the PTDPP-DT film. We found that the BF4
- anion with 

a large crystallographic radius enables high-efficiency electrochemical doping of the PTDPP-

DT polymer, and thus enabling the high electrical performance. Further, the PTDPP-DT OECT 

exhibits good electrochemical stability where it maintained over 91 % of its doped-state drain 

current with VG varying from 0 to -0.8 V after 500 cycles pulse measurement.  

 

Experimental Sections 

Materials: The glycolated polymer, PTDPP-DT, was synthesized following the reported 

literature.[29] The synthetic route of PTDPP-DT polymer is presented in Scheme S1, in the 

supporting information. The processing solvent chloroform, ethanol, acetone were purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. The ionic liquid 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium - 

tetrafluoroborate (EMIM BF4) and sodium chloride (NaCl) were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich. The p-Si++/SiO2 was provided by Addison Engineering, Inc, while the indium tin oxide 
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(ITO) glass and glass substrates with prepatterned interdigitated gold electrodes (IDE) were 

purchased from Xin Yan Technology Ltd and Micrux Technologies respectively. 

Organic Electrochemical Transistor (OECT) Fabrication. All used p-Si++/SiO2 (200 nm) 

substrates were pre-cleaned in soap water, distilled water, acetone, and ethanol bath separately 

sonicated for 10 min each. The pre-cleaned substrates were then patterned with Ni/Au of 15/85 

nm source-drain electrode through a shadow mask using thermal evaporation process. PTDPP-

DT polymer was dissolved in chloroform with different concentrations varying from 1 mg/ml 

to 10 mg/ml to prepare different film thicknesses and stirred overnight at 50 oC, and then spin-

coated on the pre-pattern substrates (thickness varying from 42 – 151 nm) without further 

annealing. Note that all the devices and thin film fabrication were conducted in a glovebox. 

After spin-coating, we removed the polymer from the substrate using a sharp tip to define the 

channel area (See Figure S1a), in order to reduce the parasitic effect, followed by dropping 20 

µL liquid electrolyte on top of the active layer. Note that the tip was moved using a 

micromanipulator to control the X, Y and Z axis movement to remove the excess polymer 

around the channel area, and the whole process was operated under microscopy. Meanwhile, a 

cotton swab dipped in acetone solvent was used to open the source/drain contact pad. The 

channel was then rinsed with deionized water and dried with nitrogen flow. A nonpolarizable 

Ag/AgCl pellet (2 mm2) was used as the gate electrode and submerged in the electrolyte. We 

also fabricated this PTDPP-DT OECTs on commercially available pre-patterned substrates 

(interdigitated electrode, Ti/Au of 50 nm/150 nm, channel width of 60 mm, and  electrode gap 

of 5 µm) with SU-8 resin as the passivation layer (Micrux Technologies, ED-IDE5-12x-Au). 

OECT Characterization. All the OECT device measurements were carried out using Keysight 

precision source/measure units (B2912A) and measured under ambient environment at room 

temperature. The output characteristics were recorded by sweeping the VD from 0 to -0.5 V at 

a fixed gate bias (VG varies from 0 V to -0.8 V with an increment of -0.1 V). The transfer curves 

were recorded by sweeping VG from 0 V to -0.9 V or -1 V with VD = -0.4 V.   
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Material Characterization. A home-made spectroelectrochemistry setup was built up 

followed previous literature[8], which consists of a UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer 

(SHIMADZU, UV-3600) to record the spectra and a Keysight precision source/measure unit 

(B2912A) to apply bias. This spectroelectrochemistry setup was designed to mimic the doping 

process and study the ion penetration & transport under more OECTs operation conditions. 

Briefly, PTDPP-DT solution in chloroform was spin-coated on indium tin oxide (ITO) glass 

substrates (Aldrich) without further annealing. All the film preparation was operated in 

glovebox filled with nitrogen. The prepared film was immersed in a quartz cuvette containing 

either 0.1 M NaCl or 0.1 M EMIM BF4 aqueous electrolyte and used as working electrode; 

while a nonpolarizable Ag/AgCl pellet electrode submerges in the electrolyte as gate electrode. 

A series of spectra were recorded during the doping process under bias range from 0 V to -0.9 

V with -0.1 V increment (vs. Ag/AgCl pellet electrode) in either 0.1 M NaCl or 0.1 M EMIM 

BF4 electrolyte. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were carried out using Autolab 

PGSTAT 128N. The PTDPP-DT film was spin-coated on ITO glass substrates and used as 

working electrode, with standard Ag/AgCl electrode and Pt mesh as the reference and counter 

electrodes, respectively. The CV measurements were performed in either 0.1 M NaCl and 0.1 

M EMIM BF4 aqueous electrolyte with a scan rate of 0.1 V/s. To measure the volumetric 

capacitance (C*) of this PTDPP-DT polymer, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

measurement was performed using Autolab PGSTAT 128N with a standard three-terminal 

configuration, a 0.12 cm × 0.15 cm PTDPP-DT polymer coated on commercially available pre-

patterned substrates (Micrux Technologies, ED-IDE5-12x-Au) and was used as the working 

electrode (note that the source-drain electrodes were shorted/connected with silver paste and 

the interdigitated electrode was used as the working electrode), a standard Ag/AgCl electrode 

and Pt mesh as the reference and counter electrodes, respectively. The EIS experiments were 

performed  in either 0.1 M NaCl and 0.1 M EMIM BF4 aqueous electrolyte with the frequencies 

range between 100 kHz to 1 Hz at an AC amplitude of 10 mV, with the working electrode offset 
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between 0 V to 0.8 V. To check the shelf-life of the PTDPP-DT polymer, prepared OECTs 

were submerged in 0.1 M EMIM BF4 electrolyte and leaving in a fume hood under ambient 

condition. Note that the OECTs were rinsed with deionised water before electrical measurement 

each time. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The OECT device configuration is presented in Figure 1a, where the PTDPP-DT 

polymer channel is gated with 0.1 M EMIM BF4 based aqueous electrolyte. The molecular 

structure of EMIM BF4 is also displayed in Figure 1a. EMIM BF4 based aqueous electrolyte is 

chosen because BF4
- anion has been previously shown to efficiently dope glycolated thiophene 

p(g2T-TT) copolymer.[25] Figure 1c-d present the typical output and transfer characteristics of 

a PTDPP-DT OECT (channel width of 1000 µm and length of 100 µm), which operates in 

accumulation mode. The PTDPP-DT polymer exhibits typical low current (~ nA) under no gate 

biasing (See Figure S1b), indicating the undoped state (OFF state). Upon application of a 

negative gate bias (VG), BF4
- anions from the electrolyte penetrated into the active polymer 

channel layer and increase the doping or oxidation state of the polymer (ON state), as depicted 

in Figure 1b. A high drain current on/off ratio of 106 is obtained, which is comparable to the 

state-of-the-art p(g2T-TT) OECTs.[18] One figure-of-merit that quantified the amplification 

capability of an OECT is the transconductance (gm), defined as gm = ∂ID/∂VG. As presented in 

Figure 1e, this PTDPP-DT OECT has a peak gm value of 17.2 mS (at VG = -0.78 V and VD = -

0.4 V). A total of 6 devices were prepared and tested and the devices exhibit an average peak 

gm of  21.4 ± 4.8 mS. The high peak gm indicates that the transistor allows for amplifying a 

small voltage input signal (i.e. ΔV = 1 mV) into large current output (ΔI = ~ 17 mA), which is 

particularly useful for biological sensing.[30]  
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Figure 1. Electrical performance of PTDPP-DT-based OECTs. (a) Illustration of a typical 

OECT configuration. Inset is the molecular structure of the PTDPP-DT polymer and the 

electrolyte (EMIM BF4). (b) Schematic to show the doping state of the channel and ions 

penetration & migration under gate voltage biasing.  (c) Output characteristics and (d) transfer 

curves of a representatively PTDPP-DT OECT (W/L = 1000 μm /100 μm, d = 151 nm) operated 

in 0.1 M EMIM BF4 electrolyte, and (e) the corresponding transconductance at a constant drain 

voltage of VD = -0.4 V.  

 

The operation mechanism of a typical OECTs lies in the volumetric doping process where 

mobile ions from the electrolyte penetrate throughout the bulk channel. The carrier density and 

measured drain current therefore depend on the channel geometry. To further confirm the 

volumetric doping processes in the active layer, we monitored the OECT performance with 

different channel thickness (d) ranging from 42-151 nm. As presented in Figure 2a-b, we 

observed an obvious enhancement in the drain current and transconductance when the channel 

geometry is increased through the tuning of the channel thickness. These results clearly showed 

the volumetric doping processes for PTDPP-DT OECTs. We additionally investigated the 

drain-current switching property and stability of the PTDPP-DT OECT using a square-wave 

pulse measurement of VG varying from 0 V to i) -0.7 V and ii) -0.8 V with a pulse length of 2 s, 
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at VD = -0.4 V (Figure 2c and Figure S2). The PTDPP-DT OECT maintained over 96 % and 

91 % of its doped-state drain current after 500 cycles pulse measurement for VG varying from 

0 to -0.7 V and -0.8 V respectively, indicating good reversible electrochemical switching 

behavior between the neutral and oxidized states. We further investigate the long-term stability 

of the PTDPP-DT OECT by dipping the device in the electrolyte for 72 h (see Figure S3). The 

device demonstrated good stability and retained over 84% of its ON current and 83% of its peak 

transconductance. 

 

Figure 2. Thickness-dependent electrical performance of (a) transfer characteristics and (b) the 

corresponding transconductance of PTDPP-DT OECTs with different channel thickness and 

same channel W/L =1000 μm/100 μm. (c) Pulse measurement of the PTDPP-DT OECT under 

sequential square-wave gate voltage pulse (VG = -0.7 V, pulse length = 2 s) for 500 cycles at VD 

= -0.4 V, inset are two enlargements (with 8 cycles each) at t = 100 s, and t = 2000 s. 

 

Previous studies have alluded the role of anions of electrolyte on the doping efficiency of 

conjugated polymers and therefore the electrical performance.[13,25] The pathway of ions in 

conjugated polymers depends on the nature of the anions. It was found that the anions with a 

larger crystallographic radius and higher polarizability such as BF4
- and TFSI- enable much 

higher doping efficiency in conjugated polymers than the smaller anions including chloride 

(Cl-) and fluoride (F-).[19,25] Therefore, we further compared the OECT performance using Cl- 
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anion based electrolyte (0.1 M NaCl) which is also a widely used electrolyte in OECTs.[19,25] 

We note that the cations differ in the aqueous electrolytes (EMIM BF4 versus NaCl) but the 

identity of cation is found to not strongly affect the electrochemical doping process especially 

when the anion is chloride.[31] We have also verified this point by making devices using 0.1 M 

NaBF4 as the electrolyte which showed comparable electrical performance to that operated in 

0.1 M EMIM BF4 electrolyte (see Figure S4). Figure 3a presents the transfer characteristic of 

the PTDPP-DT based OECT using 0.1M NaCl electrolyte. The drain current was found to 

decrease when the anion is changed from BF4
-
 to Cl-. Correspondingly, the peak gm decreased 

to 5.8 mS (at VG = -1 V) for devices gated using Cl- based electrolyte, as detailed in Table 1. 

Besides, a more significant threshold voltage (VT) shift (VT = -0.93 V) is observed as compared 

to the device gated with BF4
- anion (VT = -0.59 V). The effective transconductance (defined as 

𝑔𝑚
𝑒𝑓𝑓

= 𝑔𝑚 𝐼𝐷⁄ ) was determined to be 58 V-1 for Cl- anion and 83 V-1 for BF4
- anions (See 

Figure 3b), further indicating the difference in energy penalties for the respective ions to move 

from the electrolyte to the thin film.[13] These results point to an anion-dependent doping 

efficiency & device performance, in good agreement with previously observed results in 

conjugated polymers such as p(g2T-TT), P3HT, and P3MEEMT.[13,19,25] Interestingly, we 

found that the PTDPP-DT polymer presents anion-dependent transient response behavior: 

devices gated with large crystallographic radius BF4
- anions yield faster transient response 

compared to that of Cl- with smaller crystallographic radius (Figure S5). This result indicates 

that the ion transport of BF4
- anion is faster than Cl- anion and is therefore favorable to dope 

PTDPP-DT polymer. 

We further investigated the electrochemical properties of PTDPP-DT polymer using 

cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurement in aqueous electrolytes. Figure 3c-d depicted the 

resulting CV measurement of PTDPP-DT operated either in 0.1 M EMIM BF4 or 0.1 M Na Cl 

aqueous electrolyte. The extracted oxidation onset is 0.05 V, relative to Ag/AgCl electrode for 

BF4
- doped film (Figure 3c)  and 0.39 V for Cl- doped film (Figure 3d). The much higher 
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oxidation onset for the Cl- doped PTDPP-DT film as compared to that of BF4
- doped film is 

also consistent with the trends in negative shifting of the threshold voltage of the OECTs. 

 

Figure 3. (a) Transfer characteristic of a representatively OECT (W/L = 1000 μm /100 μm, d 

= 151 nm) in 0.1 M NaCl electrolyte, and the associated transconductance, at VD = -0.4 V. (b) 

Transconductance efficiency (gm/ID) as function of drain current -ID. Cyclic voltammogram of 

the PTDPP-DT polymer film coated on ITO glass and measured in either (c) 0.1 M EMIM BF4 

electrolyte or (d) 0.1 M NaCl electrolyte at a scan rate of 0.1 V s-1.  

 

 

Table 1. Summary of OECTs performance doped with different anions 

Anion 

(Molecular weight) 

Peak gm 

(mS) 

VT 

(V) 

Effective gm 

(V-1) 

On/off 

Ratio 

Cl- (35.45) 5.8 -0.93 58 105 

BF4
- (86.80) 17.2 -0.59 83 106 

Channel width (W)/ length (L) = 1000 μm/100 μm, in either 0.1 M NaCl or 0.1 M EMIM BF4 

electrolyte with comparable channel dimensions. 

 

The performance of the active material can be further evaluated by the product of carrier 

mobility (μ) and volumetric capacitance (C*), since the μC* value reflects the ionic and 

electronic transport properties of the polymer and is independent of the channel dimension. We 

therefore calculated the figure-of-merit μC* for this PTDPP-DT polymer. Here, the μC* is 

extracted from the equation  𝑔𝑚 = (𝑊𝑑 𝐿⁄ )µ𝐶∗(𝑉𝑇 − 𝑉𝐺)  in the saturation region. The 
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calculated μC* value is 559 ± 65 F cm-1 V-1 s-1 for BF4
- anion and 149 ± 61 F cm-1 V-1 s-1 for 

Cl- anion, which are comparable to that of state-of-the-art OECTs operated in different 

electrolytes (Table 2).[19,24,25,32] The huge difference in the μC* when doped with different 

anions further evident the importance of electrolyte on the doping efficiency of conjugated 

polymers and thus device performance.[19,25] Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

measurement was further employed to extract the C* at varying offset voltages (Voffset) in either 

0.1 M EMIM BF4 or 0.1 M NaCl electrolyte. As shown in Figure S6, the measured maximum 

C* is 224 F cm-3 (at an offset potential of 0.6 V versus Ag/AgCl) and 123 F cm-3 (at an offset 

potential of 0.9 V versus Ag/AgCl) when the film is doped by BF4
- and Cl- anions, respectively. 

The enhancement in the volumetric capacitance as well as the shift in the oxidation potential 

from the EIS are in good agreement with the CV results. Using the μC* from the transfer 

characteristics and C* from impedance spectroscopy, the corresponding channel mobility (μ) 

is determined to be 2.5 ± 0.3 cm2 V-1 s-1 and 1.1 ± 0.5 F cm2 V-1 s-1 for BF4
- and Cl- anion 

respectively. 

Table 2. Performance Comparison  

Note that the peak gm was calculated and averaged from 6 devices (channel W/L = 1000 μm 

/100 μm, thickness d = ~ 151 nm); while the normalized gm and μC* values were extracted 

Active materisls Anions 

(0.1 M) 

VD 

(V) 

Peak gm 

(mS) 

gm /(d·W/L) 

(mS/ μm) 

uC* 

F cm-1 V-1 s-1 

Refs. 

P3HT Cl- -0.6 -- -- 10.4 ± 3.1  [19] 

P3MEEMT Cl- -0.6 ~1 ~1.3 49.1 ± 5.0 [19] 

P3MEEMT PF6
- -0.6 ~4.5 ~5.6 96.7 ± 10.2 [19] 

p(gPyDPP-MeOT2) Cl- -0.4 19.5 ± 2.5 1.95 ± 0.25 1.8 ± 0.4 [24] 

p(g2T-TT) Cl- -0.6 5.4 13.5 271 ± 35 [25] 

p(g2T-TT) BF4
- -0.6 5.4 13.5 393 ± 52 [25] 

PEDOT:PSS Cl- -0.5 11.6 7.3 84 ± 17 [32] 

P(g2T2-g4T2) Cl- -0.6 6.5 ± 1.6 14.4 ± 3.6 522 [33] 

P(g1T2-g5T2) Cl- -0.6 10.2 ± 1.2 15.9 ± 1.8 496 [33] 

PTDPP-DT Cl- -0.4 5.8 1.9 ± 1.7 149 ± 61 This 

work 
PTDPP-DT BF4

- -0.4 21.4 ± 4.8 9.8 ± 1.6 559 ± 65 
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from 6 transistors with channel length (L) of 100 – 200 μm and width (W) of 1000 μm, thickness 

(d) ranges from 42-151 nm. 

 

In-situ spectro-electrochemistry measurements were also employed to study the ion 

injection kinetics and extent of the electrochemical doping process in the PTDPP-DT film under 

aqueous electrolytes. Briefly, a PTDPP-DT-coated  ITO glass substrate was immersed into a 

cuvette cell containing the aqueous electrolyte (either 0.1 M EMIM BF4 or 0.1 M NaCl) and 

served as working electrode, with an Ag/AgCl pellet as reference electrode. As shown in 

Figures 4a and 4d, the PTDPP-DT solid film exhibits a broad π-π* absorption band around 780 

nm in aqueous solution without bias. Upon increasing the bias from 0 V to -0.9 V, increasing 

amount of anions from the electrolyte penetrates into the polymer. The π-π* absorption peak 

was reduced gradually, while at the same time, a new broad absorption feature over 900 nm 

slowly appears. This change in spectroelectrochemistry properties can be explained by the 

oxidation of PTDPP-DT film when doped with the injected anions. It further indicated its 

capability of ions uptake from the aqueous electrolyte under voltage bias, in good agreement 

with other conjugated polymers with glycolated side chains.[19,21] Specifically, the BF4
- anion 

resulted in a more substantial decrease in the main π-π* absorption peak and increase in the 

polaron absorption (over 900 nm), indicating a deeper electrochemical doping efficiency than 

that of Cl- anion and correlates well with the higher figure-of-merit μC* when the device is 

operated in EMIM BF4 electrolyte. The π-π* absorption peak was completely suppressed under 

a bias of -0.9 V relative to Ag/AgCl electrode in 0.1 M EMIM BF4 electrolyte (Figure 4b and 

4c). In stark contrast, the π-π* absorption peak was only partially reduced in 0.1 M NaCl under 

the same voltage bias (Figure 4e and 4f). The alteration of spectroelectrochemistry properties 

under different electrolytes further highlight the importance of anions on the electrochemical 

doping of conjugated polymers. Note that we further operated the same experiment using 0.1 

M EMIM Cl aqueous electrolyte to exclude the influence of cation (EMIM+). As shown in 

Figure S7, the change in spectrums are similar to that of 0.1 M NaCl, which further indicates 
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the spectra alterations/ion doping derived mainly from the anions effect and correlates well with 

recent report.[31] 

 
Figure 4. Spectroelectrochemistry properties of PTDPP-DT polymer. Absorption spectra of 

PTDPP-DT film coated on ITO glass and recorded in either (a -c) 0.1 M EMIM BF4 (d-f) 0.1 

M NaCl electrolyte as function of applied voltage (varying from 0 V to -0.9 V with an increment 

of -0.1 V), Normalized absorption versus applied voltage for the π-π* peak absorption at 780 

nm and the polaron absorption at 1200 nm in either (b) 0.1 M EMIM BF4 or (e) 0.1 M NaCl 

electrolyte. And the associated profiles were presented in c and f respectively. 

 

Conclusions 

In this work, we explored DPP based polymer with functionalized hydrophilic side chains of 

triethylene glycol (PTDPP-DT), and studied its potential application as an OECT active channel 

semiconductor under two different types of aqueous electrolytes. The corresponding role of the 

anions in the electrolyte on the electrochemical doping efficiency in PTDPP-DT polymer is 

also studied through cyclic voltammetry, impedance spectroscopy and in-situ spectro-

electrochemistry measurements. The PTDPP-DT OECT with EMIM BF4 based aqueous 

electrolyte showed high transconductance of 21.4 ± 4.8 mS and large μC* value of 559 ± 65 F 

cm-1 V-1 s-1. The  PTDPP-DT polymer exhibited good electrochemical activity under the 

continuous doping and de-doping process where it maintained over 91 % of its doped-state 
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drain current with VG varying from 0 to -0.8 V after 500 cycles pulse measurement. The high 

performance of the OECT is ascribed to the use of BF4
- anions which have a large 

crystallographic radius and therefore allow a much higher doping efficiency in the conjugated 

polymer as compared to smaller Cl- anions. Overall, this work reports a new DPP-based 

copolymer bearing polar side chains for OECTs with high doping efficiency and excellent 

device stability, followed by the clarification of the role of anion in aqueous electrolyte on the 

extent of electrochemical doping process.  
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Enhancing the electrochemical doping efficiency in diketopyrrolopyrrole-based polymer 

for organic electrochemical transistors  

 

Xihu Wu, Qian Liu, Abhijith Surendran, Steven E. Bottle, Prashant Sonar,* and Wei Lin Leong*  

 

A new diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP)-based copolymer bearing polar triethylene glycol side 

chains (PTDPP-DT) for organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs) is presented. We 

systematically studied the electrical performance of PTDPP-DT based OECT in two types of 

aqueous electrolytes (BF4
- and Cl- as anions) and investigated the electrochemical doping 

response.  

 

 

 
 


